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About This Game

This is the sequel to The Fruit of Grisaia. It is strongly recommended to play the first
game before starting this.

“Are things OK as they are?”
In every second of every minute of the life the young man had lived, the same thought recurred in his mind.

Looking back on his past, the girls he’d met in this peaceful life made him feel guilty, and his heart was tormented with that
guilt.

—That girl discovered the meaning of her birth
She no longer needed to hide her true self—

—Understanding what it means to struggle to live
From the protected to to the protector —

—To feel so, so glad to be alive.

Since the young man started meddling in young women’s affairs, their gray orchard began to recover its former brilliance.
“It is impossible to capture eternity.

But surely, I can at least spend the rest of my life with your hand in mine, never letting go.”

That was the one decision one young man kept in his heart…
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Every solution in this game feels elegant. You carefully weave patterns with your past selves, and watch as your carefully
choreographed actions line up to bring everything to its destination. As you gain new mechanics, you learn new ways of
thinking; one level in particular shows up 4 times but has a unique solution each time.

My main complaint is that the game is rather short; I managed to complete it in 8 hours. Aside from that, the game is a blast and
certainly worth the price.. Gameplay is like a "Don't Starve sandbox expansion pack with Rimworld skin".
I think this is more like a playable demo. Not much to play, at least for now.
. going through my steam library finding games i regret buying, games that i bought when i was a less intelligent buyer.

this is one such game. never to be finished, it will remain a pile of utter♥♥♥♥♥♥for eternity. do not buy.. I can remember why
I refunded the game the first time. Back when it first came out I'd give it a try. It was bad and I had it refunded. It's been some
years, ive gotten experience in the field, and maybe it updated. Nah.

Why to NOT buy this game! (coming from someone who works on heavy duty trucks):
-It's no where close to being realistic.
-Most of the parts are wrong (Most trucks are double disc clutch with centerplate. A huge majority are pull to release clutches)
-Most of the procedures for repairs are wrong (You dont need to take off all of the exhaust system to pull the head
-It controls like a boat
-It's difficult to remove larger parts
-Removal of the drive shaft makes no sense
-Lack of details (Brake shoe return springs, for instance)
-Getting to parts in the center of the truck is sometimes impossible.

This is coming from less than an hour of playing and comparing it to real life, something that this is supposed to simulate.
Car Mechanic Simulator 2018 is the game to buy. It's polished and less of a hassel than this. Devs, if you remade this using your
new game engine and with a little more detail and research put in it, I'm sure it would be a pretty big success. Unfortunately, this
just doesn't cut it.

. While it's a bit fun to fly aimlessly (or with aim) around ambient looking worlds supposedly generated to your music, I didn't
find much synergy in the algorithm used to create worlds, and the actual act of moving, shooting, or doing anything is
unresponsive and unsatisfying. More a cool concept than a fun game.
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Rubbish, nothing works.. Well. I haven't tried the new Hitman yet, but this game is a welcome "sequel" to Blood Money. Like in
the rest of the Death to Spies series, you are a russian agent who has to kill targets, retrieve information, etc.

I think the developers improved on every aspect of their series and this game is quite well made, albeit a bit glitchy. But so far I
have not encountered a game breaking glitch.

If you like the old Hitman titles, this is definitely a game for you. And at half the pricetag of the new Hitman, it is quite a
bargain.

I compile a small list of differences compared to Hitman Blood Money (imo the so far best Hitman title):

- Picking locks is a mini game, in which you need to match ur picks to the locks. This is quite a nice addition, imo, as you can
be very fast if you are good, but you can never really calculate how long you will need.

- The levels are often more sneaky than in Hitman. Although they massively improved this from the old titles, where it was
almost impossible to finish anything without heavy sneaking, there are still quite a few situations where you cannot just simply
don the right suit and go through everything.

- The setting is in WW2 and later apparently in post-war America. I personally do not like military settings so much for such
games, as you feel less inclined to be in and out without being noticed. But there are also plenty of levels in non-military areas
(2nd lvl is in a Hotel in Switzerland, e.g.).

- It does seem that there are less ways to complete missions as opposed to Hitman, but that might also still improve and ofc I
have not played this game long enough to really say that.

Overall, I can definitely recommend this game. It is a lot of fun and hopefully gets even better.

Update: I just finished the game (playtime approximately 9 hrs) and while I still recommend it, only few levels are really nice.
Most of the levels suffer from the same problem I have with the other games in the Death to Spies series: The areas are huge,
yet there is not too much to do and most people are armed and looking for you. This means that in the later levels, even in
disguise, you cannot pause a lot, because someone will get suspicious. Moreover, many levels are more like mazes than actual
free spaces, so there is not much planning involved. The game, unfortunately, is rather linear with very few designed approaches
to finish a mission. As I said, I still recommend it for fans of the genre, but don't expect something great.. clicker simulator. Big
Action Mega Fight is a brawler/beat ’em up that was originally made for smart phone devices, and it shows, but should be given
a chance. The short story is that it’s actually pretty good, and I can recommend the pickup, though there are some design
decisions that were made for the smart phone that don’t translate well on PC.

The combat is pretty good; it has a Guacamelee feel with the throwing of units into other units, while mixing it up with some
power-ups that include magical uppercuts, spin to win and more. The problem comes from the level design, levels are incredibly
short (1—2minutes) and this at times leaves you feeling unsatisfied at times.

The game has some RPG elements, at the end of levels you collect money and you can use it to upgrade your brawler. Very
basic stuff, increase HP, increase dmg, increase skill damage, it seems pretty balanced for the PC version, I never felt I had to
‘grind’ to get any levels up. One of the poorer elements copied over from the smart phone is how you choose your abilities. You
are only allowed one awesome ability per a level, but instead of choosing what you want it goes to a random roll system, now
you can reroll it but it cost you money, money that can (and should) be used to upgrade your character.

Now it may sound like I’m bashing the game a lot, but really I had a lot of fun with the game. It has funny pop culture humour, a
nice looking art style, solid gameplay and good replay value through a score system. It’s just a shame there’s small things, which
were obviously intended for smart phone that don’t translate well to PC. It’s a great first PC game for ‘Double Stallion Games’,
and hopefully we see them bring more titles catered towards PC gamers.

Gameplay, about half an hour in - https://youtu.be/48lJLKLtnD0. I am a big fan of a well written story a a choice centered story
where the choices you make have a real effect and this game very much delivered on that for me. It's a shame it hasn't gotten
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more attention really.

+Pros
-The music is very enjoyable for the most part, the main theme was a bit jarring at first but it grew on me in a campy way.
- The main character seems to have a lot of depth to him and has an actual personality in him, rather than many games like this
where the main character is as much of a blank slate as possible.
- The supporting cast has thus far seems to have a lot of potential depth to them and while screen time in the first episode was
mostly dedicated to introducing them I look forward to seeing how the game builds on them in the future.
- The world building is well done and seems interesting. This is helped by the fact that aside from a few points where the prose
gets a bit too flowery, the writing is very well done and helps to suck you in.
-The actual fight and build up to the fight with the enemy in this feels pretty well done in that it encourages you to make logical
choices and follow an investigative through line in order to stand a chance in the final battle. While this first one was pretty
straight forward and easy I look forward to seeing what kind of weird rules and tricks can be brought in in the future.

-Cons
-While the build up to the fights and the actual execution of the creatures weakness' all make sense and flow together well the
actual work of doing the fight feels a bit too trial and error. The essential problem with the encounter is that you lack some very
important information during the fight that makes it impossible to tell if using an item early was going to screw you over in the
long run. Essentially because the game lets you use most of your options at any time it's very easy to use up an option early that
the game expected you to save for later. While this isn't horrible in the first fight, if it's not tightened up a bit moving forward I
can see it getting frustrating as the fights become more complex. Thankfully this is mitigated somewhat by the fact that you can
save at any time, but going through the same scene over and over could get very frustrating very easily.

- Neutral
- While I enjoyed him, the main character is a bit of a jerk and this doesn't always gel with people reading the story. He's not
necesarily a bad person and he's written that way on purpose but don't go into this expecting a golden boy protaganist, this guys
has his own set of issues.

Overall I hugely recommend this game and am looking forward to seeing the story develop in the future.. Love this software!
Simple and easy to use but has many options for customization. It runs great and you can get into great detail if you wish. One of
my favorite things about it is how well it worked with my graphics tablet. I just plugged it in, didn't even have to mess with
settings, and it works wonderfully. All the brushes are already set for pressure sensitvity, I don't even have a great tablet and I'm
loving it. I would recommend this to anyone. Very much worth the price. So satisfy.

Grisaia: Phantom Trigger Kickstarter launched!:
The Kickstarter campaign for the new Grisaia series, Phantom Trigger, has launched! Discounted digital copies of the game and
a wide variety of physical rewards are available, so give it a look!
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https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/frontwing/a-grand-entrance-for-new-vn-series-grisaia-phantom
. Streaming/Let's Play changes for Grisaia Games:
Good news!

Frontwing has recently changed their stance on Streaming and Let's Play YouTube videos for their Grisaia games.

You are now allowed to play all the games without restrictions with your subscribers.

In other news, the Sharin no Kuni Kickstarter has met its initial goal, but Frontwing still need your help hitting the stretch goals!
If you haven't had a chance to take a look at the campaign yet, please check it out!

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/tokyootakumode/re-sharin-no-kuni-project/. Announcement about the Grisaia trilogy
games and its Michiru spin-offs.:
Due to the expiration of our contract with Sekai Project, the following five Frontwing titles that were previously published by
Sekai Project have been transferred to the Frontwing USA Steam Publisher page.

"The Fruit of Grisaia"
"The Labyrinth of Grisaia"
"The Eden of Grisaia"
"Idol Magical Girl Chiru Chiru Michiru Part 1"
"Idol Magical Girl Chiru Chiru Michiru Part 2"

We would like to take this opportunity to express our sincerest gratitude to Sekai Project, who have helped us spread our visual
novels to fans all over the world in recent years.

While we are taking over the publishing rights to these titles, all of our products currently available on Denpasoft will remain
available there. Sekai Project remains to be one of our valuable business partners, and we would like to ask you to give them
your continued support.

We would also like to ask you to please direct customer support requests regarding these five titles towards Frontwing USA
from now on. The Steam Community Hubs will also be moderated by us. We deeply apologize for any confusion or
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inconvenience that may be caused by these changes.

Frontwing and Sekai Project would like to thank you for your understanding, and we would appreciate your continued support.. 
GRISAIA Phantom Trigger THE ANIMATION is available now!:
GRISAIA Phantom Trigger THE ANIMATION episodes 1 & 2 are now available!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/935420
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